
 
1) Promote women in manufacturing 

 NEW Mentor; a mentoring program across clusters with participants of both 
sexes. (Already established and ongoing) 

 NEW Arena; company visits, courses and conferences. (Already established and 
ongoing) 

 NEW Get Together; informal social gatherings with inspirational talks by women. 
(Already established and ongoing) 

 Boot camp / assessment center; get to know your strengths and weaknesses, 
networking in a different type of environment than your typical office setting. 

 Map what kind of skills we want to focus on strengthening. 

 Identify international networks that can contribute to increased inspiration and 
innovation, and that we can connect with. 

2) Increase the number of females in operative positions within the member companies.  

 Operative courses or trainings, or a trainee programme, NEW Trainee, across 
companies. 

 Competency enhancement courses through Innovation Norway grant. 

 Set a standard for diversity measurement and reporting; steal best practices 
(e.g. GE Healthcare), use the clusters (GCE NODE and NCE EYDE) to promote a 
common standard across all businesses. 

3) Develop opportunities for the next generations 

 NEW Faces; school visits to all 9th grade classes in the Agder counties. (Already 
established and ongoing) 

 NEW Road show; NEW on tour in a NEW car, visit secondary schools in the 
counties of Agder. Feature music and other attention grabbers. Local media 
invited along the route, hand-out of NEW merchandise. 

 Nominate and propose that companies and individuals nominate 
candidates/talents within our industries for prices and awards; identify 
appropriate awards, add them to our annual calendar. Write about current 
nominations and have a call for action on Facebook, our webpage and in our 
newsletter. 

4) Shift the perception of the Southern parts of Norway and to build a strong identity for its 
inhabitants 

 NEW Communications; group dedicated to managing all NEW communication 
activities, and to developing and implementing the comms strategy. (Already 
established and ongoing, chaired by Anne Jahr) 

 Communications strategy; updated on an annual basis. (Developed and finalized) 

 In general - communication; proactive sharing of stories, facts and examples 
create a more accurate and more compelling picture of the Soerlandet region. 
We must use the media and dedicated communication channels and venues to 
disseminate success stories. 

 Information about NEW in corporate annual reports. 

 Identify contact person for NEW at each company. Define what is  expected of 
the contact person and what the person will get from us.  

 Article template that all companies can fill out, and that we will use to capture 
and develop stories that might result in media, web article or Facebook mention. 
We will start with the companies that are represented on the board, afterwards 
the companies that have representatives on the different groups, and then the 
rest. (Developed and finalized) 

 Communications conference; half day seminar on how we promote our 
industries, and position them for future growth, with a list of guest speakers (at 



least 50 % women from our companies). Planned as an annual event. Intended to 
develop the communications skills of the key communicators at each company, 
and help them tell their own success stories. 

 Media matrix; approval processes for different types of NEW related stories. 
(Developed and finalized) 

 Media guidelines and Facebook guidelines, to ensure consistency and 
compliance with our comms strategy. (Developed and finalized) 

 Annual calendar; manage our presence and visibility at key events, both internal 
and external. (Developed, continuously updated) 

 Newsletter; key our members connected and updated on our activities. 

 Website; overview of our activities, contact details, resources etc. (Visit 
www.nodeeydewomen.no )  

 

http://www.nodeeydewomen.no/

